The kids like to dance. And dance they will to this ska based power punk. 12 MP3 Songs

ROCK: Ska, ROCK: Punk

Details: J2X (formerly Jimmy 2 Times) is a five piece rock/punk/ska band from Marin County, California. Blending originality with influences from Green Day, The Police and Weezer, J2X hits with a serious alt-rock feel. With new-school, hook-laden pop and an energetic live show, they are building a loyal following at a steady pace. All over the US and worldwide, people are getting exposed to the J2X vibe thanks to the Internet. The J2X promotional single "Overrated" is getting regular airplay on internet radio sites including TuneTo.com, entering their Top 40 alongside the likes of No Doubt and Green Day. The video for "Overrated" is available on VHS and can be seen at Blanktv.com J2X is a mainstay in the Top 10 in both the Reggae-Ska and Punk Charts on iuma.com J2X has charted as high as #4 on Garagebandand finished in the Top 10 twice _______________________________ VH1's Fashion Television', viewed in over 100 countries worldwide, is airing the music of J2X's first full-length album, "No More Shines," in current and upcoming episodes. Concentrating on clubs, college scenes and all ages' venues, J2X has acquired a very large following on the West Coast. San Francisco Bay Area Tour highlights include: The Fillmore, Slim's, Great American Music Hall, Bottom of the Hill and Paradise Lounge. Other tour highlights include: The Van's Warped Tour, Burning Man, and The Whisky A Go-Go in Los Angeles. Some of the band's more notable shows have been with: Limp Bizkit, Blink 182, Mighty Mighty Bosstones, Pennywise, Social Distortion, Sublime, Coolio, Sugar Ray and Big Bad Voodoo Daddy MP3's can be found at j2x.com, dork.com, garageband.com, jimmy2times.iuma.com, farmclub.com, and imntv.com _______________________________ PRESS: "Jimmy 2 Times. . . is ska in the grand old tradition. . . reminiscent of ska-masters Skankin' Pickle, or for those of you with more obscure tastes, (J2X) might remind you of really early Oingo Boingo. I'm talking late 70's, hardcore stuff here, like 'Good
for your Soul"." -Soundcheck Magazine "Jimmy 2 Times' awesome set in the rain, ... played early on in the day. ... was fast, fun and energetic. And the rain didn't stop the poly-instrumented crew; they kept right on, leading the crowd into a ska-induced frenzy."-Campus Point Magazine (UCSB) "J2X is a melting pot of musical styles that includes ska, rockabilly surf and pop-rock. Very, very fun live show for sure!" -Zero Magazine
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